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Wisconsin GOP’s Big Dirty Secret Reveals Hypocrisy of Walker Attack Ads on Burke's
Jobs Plan.

  

  

SAUKVILLE - Most people don’t know that our state Republican legislators and governors have
been plagiarizing legislation signed into law since 1973 when ALEC was founded.   ALEC
(American Legislative Exchange Council) was formed to be a secretive Republican bill mill.  Its
purpose is to radically remake states’ policies in favor of the interests of big national and global
corporations, who in turn donate lavishly to ALEC and to our legislators in a pay-to-play
enterprise.  Have you ever noticed how our state is going backwards on rights for the
individual--civil rights, voting rights, women’s rights, rights to public education, worker’s rights
and the dismantling of unions and the opposition to increasing the minimum wage, consumer’s
rights, the public’s right to essential services and health care (federal aid for Medicaid
expansion), etc.  Did you notice how all the progress made in the 20th century for the people is
now being eliminated simultaneously in the states controlled by Republicans?  That is the work
of ALEC and the Republican legislators and governors in our nation who plagiarize from ALEC
model bills and pass them into law to the advantage of big corporations.

  

ALEC’s donors include David Koch, who inherited oil industry wealth from his father, Charles,
who was a co-founder of the John Birch Society of which David is a member.  Foreign special
interests, including TransCanada, London and Belgium big liquor and gun corporations
(Winchester), Bayer, etc., are also members of ALEC and influence U.S. Republican legislation.

  

Some of our Republican state legislators are prolific plagiarizers of ALEC legislation, including
Jeff Stone (voter I.D./suppression), Glenn Grothman (voucher schools, refusing federal money
for Medicaid expansion), and Alberta Darling’s bills are practically all produced by ALEC (bills
against telecommunication regulations, collective bargaining, insurance industry reform, and
bills for tort reform giving advantages to corporations, for voter I.D./suppression, the
privatization of schools, predatory lending, etc.).  Scott Walker was also a member of ALEC as a
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legislator, and as Republican Governor, he signs Republican legislation produced by ALEC into
law.

  

ALEC is being exposed, finally, and many corporations are leaving ALEC.  Google’s motto is
“Don’t Be Evil,” and after ALEC recently maintained its denial of global warming in its policy
issues, the Chairman of Google said publicly about ALEC: “They’re just literally lying.”  Google,
Facebook, Microsoft, and YELP are cutting ties with ALEC, along with Amazon, Coca-Cola,
General Motors, Bank of America, Proctor & Gamble, and 80 other corporations.

  

Mary Burke’s job plan is a combination of the best job plans in the nation that would bring the
citizens of Wisconsin out of this job drought.  They are her plans—they are not her legislation or
laws.  She will discuss her plans with the citizens of Wisconsin and the legislature, not ALEC,
and after reaching compromise, legislation will be introduced to be passed into law, and
democracy will return to Wisconsin.
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